DS 101

Term Project

Group or Individual (Maximum group size is 3).

You are to construct and report the results of a regression model. Each group (person) will analyze their own set of data with the following guidelines

- All data must be time series, not cross sectional.
- There will be at least three explanatory variables AT THE START.
- There will be at least two non dummy explanatory variables AT THE START.
- There will be at least 50 observations per variable.
- Data must include values for March 2009 or later

Some possible data sources include, but are not limited to:

CSUS Library … links for DS 101
http://library.csus.edu/guides/rogenmoserd/krist/mis101.htm
Department of Finance, State of California
http://www.dof.ca.gov/Research/Research.php
United States Census Bureau http://www.census.gov/
United States Department of Labor http://www.bls.gov/
National Parks www.nps.gov
Economagic http://www.economagic.com/

Your proposal which should not exceed 1 page, must be typed and include

- group members
- statement of situation, i.e theoretical considerations MUST be explained
- variables to be considered
- data – source(s)